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We describe models of overall grade-of-service performance, which allow 
the effects of many traffic, network, and planning characteristics to be 
quantified. Results are presented for British Telecom digital main and 
local networks. These show that overall grade-of-service performance is 
an essential determinant of network planning policy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Circuit-switched telecommunications networks have traditionally been dimensioned to 
a single set of notional design-date traffics using nominal design (target) grades-of
service, with virtually no understanding of the relationship between these design 
grades-of-service and the actual congestion experienced by the customer. This is 
unsatisfactory especially in the new environment of liberalisation and competition 
between carriers found in the · UK, USA and Japan. In a commercial environment, 
it is imperative to know the relationship between the cost to the service provider 
of providing the network and the quality of the service as seen by the customer. 
To achieve this, one of the requirements is an analysis of the overall, long-term 
congestion performance of the network as a whole. 

The Performance Engineering Division of British Telecom (BT) has therefore 
constructed detailed statistical/analytic models of how the actual observed end-to
end busy-period loss probability in digital networks behaves. These models have 
been used to assist network planners make policy decisions about operational 
procedures and network factors. The objectives are very much those identified by 
Horn [1] and necessitate modelling, inter alia, traffic effects (such as measurement, 
forecasting, growth, day-ta-day variability and over-loads), capacity effects (such as 
modularity and the provisioning process) and design parameters (such as network 
structure, routing strategies, dimensioning methods and targets). There are two 
fundamentally different cases to consider depending on whether the network is 
engineered on a link-by-link or an end-ta-end basis. Each case requires the 
construction of a quite different model. \ 

The link-engineered model, known as the 'Main Network Model' (MNM) is described 
in [2] and also in section 2, where the emphasis is on the methodology required to 
model a 'dual-parented' network structure. The starting points for this model are 
the forecast design-date link traffics. Network links are not modelled explicitly, 
but are represented by a small subset whose congestion performance is calculated. 
The MNM is applicable for large-scale country-wide networks with many links. Our 
own studies have shown that it is not feasible in practice to dimension such 
networks on a truly end-ta-end basis~ due to severe problems with iterative 
algorithms and serious, systematic discrepancies between the numerical resu.lts of 
different analytic models. However, this is not the case for small networks, and so 
a second model, known as the 'Local Cell Model' (LCM), has been constructed for 
end-ta-end engineered networks, where the fundamental planning entities are the 
end-ta-end traffic streams. The LCM explicitly models all links in the network, and 
a typical application would be a junction network. It is described in sectiQn 3. 
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Both models are fundamentally models of transmission congestion in circuit-switched 
networks during the busy-period. They do not treat congestion at the nodes or the 
effects of network management or any other exceptional arrangements. . Basic 
assumptions include in particular the stationarity of traffic within the busy-period, 
and Poisson offered traffic flows. In addition for the MNM it is assumed that 
traffic distributions have product-form and that the congestion performance on 
different links is statistically independent. The ' significance of this last assumption 
should not be missed - as more and more sophisticated routing schemes are devised 
to exploit any 'spare capacity' wherever it may be in the network, the effect is to 
make each part of the network heavily dependent on every other, and therefore not 
amenable to simple analytical techniques. One such routing scheme is Dynamic 
Alternative Routing [3]. When this type of routing scheme is applied to large 
networks such as the BT Digital trunk network neither of the above models is 
applicable, and new techniques, such as those proposed by Key and Whitehead [4], 
must be adopted to analyse the overall performance. 

Both the MNM and the LCM employ sub-models to model particular aspects, such as 
traffic behaviour, reference traffic derivation, forecasting error and growth, route 
capacity, and costs. In section 4 the more important sub-models, some of which 
are common to both models, are described. Substantial use is made of 
numerical/statistical methods rather than the more analytical methods adopted by 
Franks et al [5], Neal [6] and Elsinger & Pack [7]. 

The BT Digital network comprises a trunk network and a local network that are 
essentially separate. By 1990, the trunk network will comprise 55 fully
interconnected Digital Main Switching Units (MSUs) and around 400 Local Processors 
(LPs) each of which is connected to two MSUs, known as the 'Home MSU' and the 
'Security MSU' for that LP. Thus the network has a dual-parented structure. The 
li nks between an LP and its MSUs are referred to as 'access links' • Wi th this 
network structure there are 7 possible routing cases to consider for end-to-end 
traff.ic streams depending on the relationship between the MSUs of the originating 
and terminating LPs. Three of these are illustrated in Figure 1. Note that in only 
one case is it necessary for a traffic stream to traverse 3 links. The local network 
comprises many 'local cells', each of which comprises a small number (typically 1,2 
or 3) of LPs. The exceptions are the larger conurbations, which have considerably 
more LPs. The two models cover most cases arising in the BT Digital network, and 
it has therefore been possible to employ them in studies to determine dimensioning 
objectives for the network. 
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Figure 1 - Schematic Diagram of the BT Digital Tr ... k Network 
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Fundamental results obtained from using the models to analyse the performance of 
the BT ' Digital network are described in section 5. Traffic levels and congestion 
levels are all busy-period ones (a simultaneous network busy-period is assumed). 
Congestion performance is expressed in terms of the overall grade-of-service (OGOS) 
distribution, which is defined as the frequency with which a customer or parcel of 
traffic chosen at random will see a particular end-to-end loss probabili ty in the 
busy-period. Both models have a statistical nature - the results are not detailed 
calculations of exactly how a particular network performs at a given instant. They 
predict the average behaviour over a very long period of time or over very many 
realisations of a hypothetical network with the same structure, organisation, and 
traffic profiles. Market-research evidence suggests that customers' perception of 
network performance is strongly influenced by the isolated poor day rather than the 
overall behaviour. So, OGOS distributions are derived, which are 'worst-case' in 
various senses. 

Important conclusions have been drawn from these results concerning the overall 
congestion performance of networks and how network planning policies should be 
amended to take account of this. These are detailed in section 6. 

2. MAIN NETWORK MODEL (MNM) 

From the small subset of forecast design-date link traffic values appropriately 
weighted to represent the full range of link traffic sizes present in the network, 
the MNM calculates distributions representing the number of circuits actually 
available for carrying traffic on each link and the actual daily busy-period traffic 
throughout the design period on each link. This is done taking into account the 
dimensioning procedure, excess capacity usage, forecasting procedures, growth, 
forecasting error, and day-to-day variability. These distributions are then brought 
together to give link GOS distributions using repeated calculation of Erlang-type 
formulae. Finally the end-to-end OGOS distribution is computed as the weighted 
sum of convolutions of link GOS distributions over all the different path types 
allowed by the routing strategy. A fuller description is given in [2]. 

The above methodology becomes more complex when applied to the BT . Digital 
network, due to its dual-parented structure. Various routing strategies have been 
studied, which allow one or more of the following alternative routing possibilities 
(shown in Figure 1 for the stream L - L

1
): 

Al Outgoing traffic at the LP which finds its first-choice LP to MSU link busy can 
overflow onto its other LP to MSU link - that is, there is full 'mutual overflow' 
of outgoing traffic between the access links; 

A2 Incoming traffic at ' the Home MSU can overflow from there to the Security 
MSU if the Home MSU to LP link is busy; 

A3 Incoming traffic at the Security MSU can overflow from there to the Home 
MSU if the Security MSU to LP link is busy; 

A4 Outgoing traffic at an MSU which finds its first-choice inter-MSU link busy can 
overflow onto the link to the other MSU of the terminating LP. 

Lebourges et al [8] reported that stand~rd methods of analysis are inadequate for 
networks involving mutual overflow, and that the Inverse-Erlang method [9] gave 
satisfactory results for a particular example of such a network. It is basically this 
method which is adopted to obtain GOS distributions for each pair of access links. 
Note that the GOS distribution is now a vector since there are 4 traffic streams 
that can be distinguished in the 'access-pair', namely the outgoing stream whose 
first-choice is to the Home MSU (O/G by H), the outgoing stream whose first
choice is to the Security MSU (DIG by S), the incoming stream that first arrives at 
the Home MSU (I/c by H), and the incoming stream that first arrives at the 
Security MSU (I!C by S). In the most complex case, in which alternative routing 
AI, A2 and A3 is permitted and trunk reservation [10] is employed, it is necessary 
to calculate the following probability distributions: 
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D la Pr(O/G by H is blocked) 
D1b Pr(O/G by H which is successful is routed via S) 
D2a Pr(O/G by S is blocked) 
D2b Pr(O/G by 5 which is successful is routed via H) 
D3a Pr(I/C by H is blocked on that link) 
D3b Pr(I/C by H is blocked on both links) 
D4a Pr(I/C by S is blocked on that link) 
D4b Pr(I/C by 5 is blocked on both links) 

So the GOS vector is a-dimensional, but reduces to just 3 dimensions when there is 
no trunk reservation. 

Unfortunately, the Inverse-Erlang method is deficient in two respects. Firstly, our 
studies have shown that it can be in significant error, although it does generally 
describe the shape of the blocking as a function of traffic rather well. Secondly, 
the method is far too slow computationally to calculate the, say, 160 000 GOS 
vectors needed for each access-pair when there are 20 traffic values for each of 
the 4 streams. The first problem is overcome by obtaining an accurate estimate of 
the GOS vector for one particular set of traffic values by a rapid Roulette 
simulation, and using this to standardise the GOS vectors produced by the Inverse
Erlang method. The remaining problem is solved by calculating the GOS vector 
using the Inverse-Erlang method only on a sparse lattice of data-points in the space 
of traffic values. Further GOS vectors are calculated by a simple log-linear 
interpolation between neighbour.ing lattice points. The marginal GOS distributions 
thus obtained are then traffic-weighted and combined with the equivalent results 
from the other sample access-pairs, before finally being convolved with other 'link' 
GOS distributions to produce the end-ta-end OGOS distribution. 

3. LOCAL CELL MODEL (LCM) 

Analysing the overall performance of end-ta-end engineered networks using 
numerical methods similar to those employed in the MNM is not practicable for all 
but the very smallest networks due to the high dimensionality of the problem. For 
suppose there are n end-ta-end traffic streams and that h traffic values are chosen 
to represent the tratfic distribution for each stream, then h to the power n network 
analyses would have to be undertaken in order to obtain OGOS distributions. An 
alternative approach is therefore required. 

A Monte Carlo approach has been adopted for the LCM where pseudo-random 
numbers are used to select traffic values for each stream. F or each set of traffic 
values end-ta-end blocking probabilities are calculated, and this is repeated a few 
thousand times to assemble the required OGOS distributions. So, each run of the 
model is in effect a statistical experiment. In practice, this has been found to be 
a good technique for obtaining estimates of the extreme points of the OGOS 
distribution down to and including the 5-percentile. 

At the core of the LCM is a one-moment network analysis method equivalent to 
that of Lin et al [11]. It takes into account thinning and baulking, and enables 
networks employing alternative routing with either step-by-step routing control or 
crankback with disjoint alternative paths to be modelled using the concept of 'loss 
links' • 

It is wo'rthwhile discussing briefly the choice of network analysis method. The 
main advantages of one-moment methods are their relative simplicity and 
therefore speed compared with more sophisticated methods based on Equivalent 
Random Theory [12], or the Interrupted Poisson Process [13,10] which employ more 
moments to model overflow traffic. Such methods are more sui ted to the 
analysis of cluster-engineered networks rather than the general network analysis 
possible with one-moment methods. It is claimed that such methods are more 
accurate, but in many cases the advantages are not j~stified by · the added 
complexity involved. This is well illustrated in the examples of Manfield [14], 
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where .comparison is made with the 3-moment method of Manfield & Downs [15] and 
simulation. Indeed, in the region of high loss which is of particular interest when 
examining low percentiles of the OGOS distribution, one-moment methods can be 
more accurate. Examples are medium or large fully-interconnected symmetrical 
networks where each traffic stream has access to 3 alternative 2-link paths, which 
were analysed by Pioro & Wallstrom [16]. 

There are other differences, some of them rather subtle, between the MNM and 
LCM, and it is important to appreciate these especially when interpreting results. 
The starting points for the LCM are the forecast traffic values for the end-to-end 
streams. Unlike the MNM, it is assumed that the whole network has a common 
design date. This avoids the problem of how to provide links in a network where 
the design dates for the forecast traffic streams do not coincide. There are a 
variety of possible dimensioning methods ranging from simply aggregating forecast 
stream traffic values on each first-choice route and using conventional link 
dimensioning criteria, to true end-to-end dimensioning schemes that necessitate a 
network analysis to calculate individual end-to-end blockings for each traffic stream 
using, for example, the one-moment method described above. In the LCM, several 
different types of scheme are implemented. Clearly the modularity of circuit 
provision is an important factor and the overall performance of the network will 
depend on the relation of design traffic values to the 'critical' traffic values at 
which another module is required. In the MNM the effect of modularity can be 
described by its effect on the OGOS disribution because of the large number of 
end-to-end streams involved. This is not the case for the LCM. 

4. SUB-MODELS 

4.1 Traffic Variability Sub-Model 

The traffic variability sub-model has been developed following extensive analysis of 
detailed measurements at a number of exchanges in the UK over a period lasting 5 
years [17]. It considers only the busy-period over which mean traffic levels are 
essentially constant. Even so, within each busy-period there is considerable random 
traffic variation that is assumed to be composed of a uniform linear growth of the 
underlying mean traffic level over the design period (with no seasonality) and a 
Normal variation of the actually offered traffic during the period about this 
underlying mean. In the simplest reasonable model the variance of the actually 
offered traffic is proportional to the mean underlying traffic. This is valid for 
small routes but seriously underestimates the variability for large routes. The sub
model therefore uses the following relationship: 

2 var(A) = k.a + l.a 

The second term represents a 'social effect' which causes high correlations between 
parcels of traffic. 

Strong, systematic correlations between traffic streams over the whole network also 
exist. F or example, it is now well established that there is a very significant 
difference in mean traffic levels between Monday and other weekdays of 
approximately 7%. This is represented by a uniform network-wide overload of 1.05 
for program runs analysing the Monday performance (compared with 0.98 for other 
weekdays). After all these effects have been removed, there still remains a 
correlation between the randomly-fluctuating offered traffics of different streams. 
In the LCM , this is modelled by applying a normally distributed overload factor with 
mean 1. ' 

4.2 Reference Traffic Sub-Model 

The models allow any reference traffic to be used to dimension the network. 
" However it is the BT practice based upon Assessed Representative Traffic (ART) 
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that is currently modelled. This is defined as the mean· of the highest pair of 12 
traffic values, each of which is the mean of the · busy hour working-day traffic 
values over one week in a particular month. Note that these traffic values (and 
the resulting ART) are route-based for the MNM, but stream-based for the LCM. 
The problem of passing back from the ART to the distribution of the mean TCBH 
is difficult, since growth and the variability of the mean TCBH must be taken into 
account. It has been solved pragmatically by using a simulation study to estimate 
parameters in formulae for the mean and variance of the mean TCBH, which is 
assumed to be Normally distributed. 

4.3 Traffic Forecasting Sub-Model 

The traffic forecasting sub-model assumes the simple linear growth of the reference 
traffic over the design period. The only variability considered is the effect of 
forecasting error, which is implemented in both models in terms of the achieved 
growth rates. The user can supply any distribution of achieved growth rates, but 
the Uniform and Normal distributions are the defaults. 

Although this sub-model is common to both the LCM and MNM, its interpretation 
differs. In the MNM, forecasting error can be thought of as the actual distribution 
of the forecasting error over different routes in a particular part of the network 
given a single forecast growth rate. However, the LCM models networks with a 
small number of links, so this interpretation is not appropriate. In this case the 
forecasting error represents the a priori uncertainty of the growth rate for the 
provisioning period ahead. 

4.4 Route Capacity Sub-Model 

In the MNM the modularity of circuit provIsion causes the OGOS distributions 
obtained for each link to be highly unstable, because a small change in the forecast 
design-date traffic may take a link from being just below a module boundary to one 
just above, thus requiring another module to be provided and thereby causing a very 
large change in the gos. To overcome this problem the MNM uses a Stabili ty
Enhancing technique: Dimensioning is carried out to the nearest circuit and a 
distribution of notionally surplus circuits uniform in [0,29] (for a circuit modularity 
of 30) is added on to this quantity. More generally, other distributions are used for 
different circuit modularities and/or to model the use (for private-circuits, for 
example) of the capacity that is present which is actually surplus to the nominal 
requirements based upon sizing to the nearest circuit. 

To obtain the OGOS distribution for a link now requires a calculation over a 2-
dimensional space of traffic and circuits. This calculation is simplified by an 
equivalent traffic construct which transforms the circuit variation into a traffic 
variation, using the following approximation involving Erlang's loss function: 

E(N+M,A) = E(N,A-M) 

This has been found to be sufficiently accurate at the traffic levels and blocking 
values of interest for the networks modelled. 

4.5 Cost Sub-Model 

The cost models for the two models are quite distinct. In the M·NM network costs 
are expressed in thousands of equivalent modules (kMeq), and are calculated by 

(0 . dimensioning the access links and the inter-MSU links separately, 
(ii) multiplying the total number of modules required for inter-MSU links by the 

mean cost-ratio between access links and the inter-MSU links, and 
(iii) adding the value obtained in (ii) to the total number of modules required for 

aCceSS links. 
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The ; cost - figure obtained is thus expressed in the equivalent number of access link 
modules • ... - This method produces a considerable amount of 'noise' due essentially to 
the small link sample sizes chosen. However, it can be enhanced to eliminate this 
noise by · a detailed examination of the dimensioning rule over a range of target gos 
values. A more detailed cost model is used in the LCM. The cost equation for 
each route has the form 

(A.S + B).N + C or, equivalently a.N + B 

where N is the number of modules required, · S is the route length, and A, Band C 
are constants that depend on the transmission medium chosen. The quantity A.S + 
B represents the incremental cost, and C represents the fixed cost. Both models 
are crude, but may not be markedly less useful than an overtly more sophisticated 
model which takes into account more of the complexities of transmission planning 
and accounting practises. 

5. RESULTS 

This section gives a selection of the more important results obtained from the MNM 
and LCM when applied to a network with the same structure as the BT Digital 
network. 

5.1 Performance of Inter-MSU Network with Fixed Routing 

Figure 2 shows the probability density function of the OGOS distribution for the 
inter-MSU network using fixed routing. Three criteria (TC) dimensioning has been 
employed on the links with a target gos of 2%. The shape is very different from 
the 'bump' near the target gos that one might naively expect (or indeed hope for). 
Note in particular the long tail - the target is exceeded less than 1% of the time. 
The shape is quite typical - the achieved OGOS distribution is always very much 
better than the target value and for the end-to-end performance across the trunk 
network is relatively even better. It is impossible to produce a sharply-defined 
OGOS distribution away from zero using available methods, unless extremely bad 
congestion levels are acceptable and the width is measured in relative terms. It 
follows that the only reasonable method for specifying achieved or target 
performance levels is based upon the percentiles (%-iles) of the OGOS distribution. 
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5.2 Worst-Case Performance 

Market-research evidence suggests that customers' perception of congestion in the 
network is strongly influenced by periods of poor performance. The performance 
that is in some sense 'worst-case' should therefore be examined. There are at least 
4 ways in which the OGOS distribution can be 'worst-case'. 

(1) Monday performance (MON); 
(2) Design-date performance (DD); 
(3) Performance of most unfortunate route in respect of forecasting error and 

closeness of the design traffic to the module boundary (EWC); 
(4) Performance of route that forms the most extreme sample-point. 

The meaning of EWC (expected worst-case) in (3) needs explaining. The worst-case 
(WC) traffic level for a link is defined as the X % point of the underlying traffic 
distribution for that link, where the value of x% is known as the selection criterion. 
The EWC distribution is then the GOS distribution for a link at WC traffic level 
obtained by taking into account traffic variability about the underlying mean. 

Figure 3 shows how the OGOS percentiles for the inter-MSU network with fixed 
routing are affected by the 4 possibilities listed above. The left-hand edge of each 
bar represents the performance averaged over all sample points, while the other 
edge shows how the worst of these points behaves. Again the target gos is 20/0. 
Clearly, Monday congestion levels are consistently and predictably higher than on 
other days and so should be the determinants of target service levels. Also, 
performance at or near the design-date is very much worse than the average over 
the design period (unless growth is minimal), so design-date performance is an 
important factor in network sizing. Of slightly less importance is the EWC 
performance, shown in figure 3 for a selection criterion of 10%. 

5.3 Performance of the Dual-Parented Trunk Network 

The results so far relate to the inter-MSU network with fixed routing. The OGOS 
performance of the whole dual-parented network is now examined. There are many 
possible routing strategies for such a network, but results will be presented here for 
only five strategies. These are defined, by the alternative routing allowed, as 
follows: 

RSl: Al 
RS2: Al + A2 
RS3: Al + A3 
RS4: Al + A2 + A3 
RS5: Al + A2 + A3 + A4 

Recall from section 1 that there are 7 possible routing cases (RC), each of which 
in general gives rise to a different performance. This is illustrated in figure 4, 
which shows the OGOS cumulative distribution functions for the 7 routing cases 
defined in figure 1, where RS2 is employed. The target gos are 1.3°Al and 0.6% on 
the access and inter-MSU links respectively, and there is an overload of 100Al. It 
can be seen that congestion levels are very heterogeneous from one stream to 
another. The same is true for RS3. In figure 5, the OGOS performance averaged 
over all routing cases is compared for RSl-5 under the same conditions. This shows 
the relative inefficiencies of RSl and RS3, especially when compared with RS4. An 
additional advantage of RS4 is that it gives a reasonably homogeneous OGOS 
performance to all traffic streams. RS5 improves on this still further for routing 
case 1, but this effect is small here because the inter-M5U links are dimensioned 
generously. So, the performance of a routing strategy improves with its flexibility. 
From now on attention will be confined to RS5. . 
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5.4 Performance versus Cost Tradeoff 

Network costs and performance both depend not only on the end-to-end dimensioning 
target but also on the way in which this nominal gos is split between the access 
and inter-MSU links. Of great interest is the tradeoff between the achieved OGOS 
performance and the total network cost at different constant values of the nominal 
gos split. The 'tradeoff curves' obtained when the 1% point of the OGOS 
distribution is used as the performance measure are shown in figure 6. Each curve 
is obtained by varying the access and inter-MSU targets but keeping their ratio 
constant. It is worth stressing the importance of this ratio with an example: For a 
target gos ratio of 2:1 and a network costing 35kMeq the l%-He of the OGOS is 
around 10%. However for the same network cost but using a ratio of 1:4 the 1%
He is reduced to a more acceptable 0~·5%. To achieve the same performance using 
the ratio of 2:1 would require a 7% increase in cost. The tradeoff curves define 
the optimal access to inter-MSU target gos ratio, V{hich is 1:4 in this example. 
This gives the best OGOS performance for a given investment or equivalently the 
lowest cost for a fixed performance. The optimum is well defined, but 
performance/costs vary little about this point. In general the tradeoff curves may 
cross, in which case the optimum depends on the cost/performance operating point. 
It is very important to realise that the optimum depends drastically on such factors 
as the routing strategy and even the dimensioning methodology adopted. For 
example, if single criterion dimensioning is employed (rather than three criteria) the 
optimum becomes 1:100! 
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5.5 '.' 'Partial-EWe Performance of the Trunk Network 

The definition of EWC becomes more complicated when the whole network is being 
considered. The event that corresponds to all of the network being at WC traffic 
levels and at design-date is extremely rare and is therefore not of interest. The 
partial-EWC (P-EWC) is therefore defined as one or more parts of the network 
being at WC traffic levels on a Monday near the design-date, where the possible 
parts are the access pairs or the inter-MSU links. The P-EWC performance is 
important because it gives an idea of the congestion seen by the more unfortunate 
customers. Figure 7 compares the P-EWC (1 & 2 part) and the non-WC OGOS 
Monday performance as a function of end-to-end target gos using the 5%-iles of the 
distributions. The target gos ratio chosen is 1:4, which is near optimal even when 
the P-EWC is used to measure performance. The P-EWC performance is much 
worse than the overall performance, and so it is sensible to consider this when 
deciding dimensioning levels. Tradeoff curves can be drawn using the P-EWC as the 
measure of performance. This has little effect on the choice of optimal target gos 
ratio. 

5.6 Comparison of Changes in Different Factors 

It is possible to compare changes in a number of traffic variability, forecasting, 
' dimensioning, and network structure and routing factors on the common basis of 

network cost. This is done by changing each factor in turn from a 'base 
configuration' and examining the change in cost when the original performance is 
regained by sizing the network using different target gos, but with their ratio kept 
fixed. . The base configuration chosen is a network employing RS5 with a target gos 
ratio of 1:3 operating with the 5%-ile of the P-EWC equal to 4.4%. The following 
factors were changed: 

No 'Monday effect' (overload factor = 1.00) 
I factor in the traffic variability model equal to zero 
k factor in the traffic variability model equal to zero 
Zero growth rate correctly forecast 
70/0 under-forecast of growth rate 
7% over-forecast of growth rate 
Zero cross-route variance of growth rate 
Single criterion dimensioning 
Bulk dimensioning (ie access pair dimensioned as one link) 
Modularity ' of one circuit in the inter-MSU network 
Routing Strategy 1 (target gos ratio 2:1) 
Routing Strategy 4 (target gos ratio 2:1) 
Single Parented network structure 

Cost Change 
-6.5% 
-1.5% 
-0.2% 
-0.9% 
+4.4% 
-7.6% 
-0.6% 
+6.1% 
-0.2% 
-4.2% 
+8.9% 
+6.6% 
+6.3% 

large and 
forecasts. 

be very 
This re-

These results highlight the importance of flexible routing schemes, 
systematic traffic variations such as the Monday effect, and correct 
Note that the cost penalty of using single criterion dimensioning would 
much smaller if the optimal ratio of 1:100 were use~ rather than 1:3. 
emphasises the importance of the target gos ratio. 

5.7 Performance of Two-Link Network 

The LCM has been used to study local networks with different structure. As a 
simple example consider the two link n~twork with 90 circuits on link 1 and 300 
circuits on link 2. There are 3 distinct traffic streams - streams 1 and 2 being 
offered to links 1 and 2 respectively, and stream 3 being tandemed, and therefore 
experiencing a poorer congestion performance. The forecast traffic for stream 3 
(DDT3) is fixed at lE. Figure 8 is a contour plot of the 5%-ile of the OGOS 
distribution for stream 3 for ranges of the forecast traffic values for streams 1 and 
2 (DDTl and DDT2). . Also shown are the contours of the . marginal carried traffic 
over the design period when ei ther link is augmented 
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Figure 8 - Performance & marginal carried traffic contours for a two link network 

by a module of 30 circuits. Using similar diagrams it is possible to determine 
the forecast traffic values that ideally give rise to the stated link sizes Cie the 
ideal dimensioning rule). 

Suppose that there is a performance constraint that the S%-ile of the OGOS should 
not exceed 4%, and that the marginal carried traffic required to economically 
justi fy the provision of an extra module is greater than 4E. Then the region inside 
Cie below - and to the left of) the 4°Al contours defines the forecast traffics for 
which the constraint will be met. Outside this region, the dotted line through the 
intersection of the marginal carried traffic contours determines which link should be 
augmented to maximise carried traffic. Below this line the size of link 1 should be 
increased, and above link 2 should be augmented. It is possible using this kind of 
argument to divide the whole space of forecast traffic values into regions defined 
by the number of modules on each link being optimal subject to a performance 
constraint and an economic criterion for augmenting links. The analysis can be 
repeated for more complex network structures such as a triangular network. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Actual average congestion levels bear virtually no resemblance at all to nominal 
design-date target grades-of-service. In particular, it is fundamentally impossible 
for the overall grade-of-service distribution to be concentrated around the target 
value. So, a network cannot be operated with universally acceptable congestion 
levels and little -'spare capacity'. 

The dimensioning policy for a network must take into account customer perception 
of congestion. In particular, the congestion seen by the worst few end-ta-end 
traffic streams must be considered when deciding actual dimensioning levels. It is 
recommended that grade-of-service requirements should be of the following form: 

Not more than x% of traffic overall should see an end-ta-end grade-of-service 
worse than 1% during the busy period, and the median worst-case congestion 
should be no worse than z%. 

Network planning policy decisions, where they affect congestion, must be based upon 
a sound knowledge of the overall performance of the network and not solely upon 
traditional link-based target values. For example, detailed consideration should be 
given to the resultant effects upon overall network performance before 
implementing any changes in traffic measurement, forecasting, dimensioning or 
provisioning procedures. The necessary knowledge can be gained using the tools 
described here. 
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These ·tools, · which were developed by the Performance Engineering Division of 
Bri tish Telecom for modelling the overall performance of networks, have been found 
to be very useful in studies to determine dimensioning levels for the British 
Telecom digital network, and for assessing the impact on cost and performance of 
alternative network structures, routing strategies and operational procedures. 

Most importantly it has been found that there is a fundamental trade-off between 
network cost and overall performance that for the British Telecom digital trunk 
network depends, inter alia, on the ratio of the target levels chosen for 
dimensioning access and trunk network links. 
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